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*hello
We are Jac and Heath.

We enjoy capturing weddings.

We look forward to meeting you.



Add video to any of the above: $2600.   
A 5-10 minute edit plus speech and ceremony recordings included.

*Images are delivered in full resolution and unrestricted for your use on social media or prints.

VIDEO PACKAGE

Full day coverage Jac+Heath  
Print ready hi-res* images

Full day coverage with Heath
Add Jac/2nd shooter $700
Print ready hi-res* images
Pre-wedding meeting
Wooden photo box
USB drive

Pre-wedding shoot

8 hours coverage with Heath
Add Jac/2nd shooter for $700
Print ready hi-res* images
Wooden photo box
USB drive

Premium album
Wooden photo box
USB drive $3950

$4950$7050

SILVERGOLDPLATINUM

LIGHT   5 hours with Heath, print ready hi-res* images and USB drive  $2950



*No surprises. All prices are �nal. No extra taxes will be charged. Once booked prices will not rise.
**All delivered images are individually edited, and completely unrestricted for use.

*** If more than 2 hours travel time is required, we will quote a �xed travel fee for you.

Have your wedding shot on �lm (35mm and 120, C-41 colour, not video) $800 {approx. 30 rolls}

*OPTIONAL EXTRAS

CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS OFFERED AT 1.9% FEE THROUGH SQUARE



EXPENSES, DEPOSITS & BALANCES
A deposit of $950 is due at the signing of the agreement, with the balance to be paid on the wedding date. If the photographer/s are required to remain after the guests are
seated at the reception, a meal must be provided for each photographer.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT
The agreement contains the entire understanding between Heath Bennett and the CLIENT. It supersedes all prior and simultaneous agreement between the parties. 
The only way to add or change this agreement is to do so in writing, signed by all the parties.

PRE WEDDING SHOOT/CONSULTATION
The parties agree to a pre-event consultation either in person, phone or email, preferably two (2) to three (3) weeks before the event date.

EVENT GUIDE
Heath Bennett recommends that the CLIENT designates an “event guide” to point out important individuals for informal or candid photographs as well as to gather people 
together for group photographs. The photographer/s will not be held accountable for not photographing desired people if there is no one to assist in identifying people or
gathering people together for photographs. Heath Bennett is not responsible if key individuals fail to appear or cooperate during photography sessions or for missed images
due to details not revealed to Heath Bennett.

HOUSE RULES
The photographer/s are limited by the reception site management and other suppliers. The client agrees to accept the technical results of their choices (for instance lighting, 
colour, props, location, etc). Negotiation with the suppliers is the CLIENT’s responsibility. It is also understood that if another photographer, amateur or professional, shall be
taking photographs, prior warning before the day must be given to Heath Bennett or any of his sub-contracted photographer/s.

IMAGES & COPYRIGHT
Heath Bennett hereby assigns free use to all photographs taken by Heath Bennett or any of his sub-contracted photographer/s to the CLIENT. Permission is not given for 
the CLIENT to sell images.

MODEL RELEASE
The CLIENT gives their permission for Heath Bennett to use any photograph taken by Heath Bennett or any of his sub-contracted photographer/s in photographic
competitions, wedding exhibitions, editorial, website, business facebook, advertising or any other purpose.

LIMIT OF LIABILITY
In the unlikely event that the photographer/s are injured or become/s too ill to photograph the event, or if the photographer/s  are unable to perform to the guide lines of this
contract due to threats of terrorism, or other cause beyond the control of the parties, Heath Bennett will make every effort to secure a/some replacement photographer/s.
If the situation should occur and a suitable replacement is not found, responsibility and liability is limited to the return of all payments received by Heath Bennett.
Heath Bennett takes the utmost care with respect to exposure, transportation, and processing the photographs or footage. However in the unlikely event that photographs or
footage has been lost, stolen, or destroyed for reasons within or beyond Heath Bennett’s control, Heath Bennett’s liability is limited to the return of all payments received for 
the event package. The limit of liability for a partial loss of images shall be a prorated amount of the expenses lost based on the percentage of total number of photographs
or footage.
Heath Bennett will not be responsible for any missed moments. The CLIENT may present Heath Bennett with a list of suggested photographs in writing, but Heath Bennett is
unable to guarantee that those suggested photos, or any image, will be captured.

SECURITY DEPOSITS
Upon signature, Heath Bennett reserves the wedding date and time agreed upon in this contract. For this reason, all deposits are non-refundable, even if the wedding date is
changed or cancelled for any reason within the clients control. The CLIENT shall also be responsible for payment for any of Heath Bennett’s charges and expenses incurred up
to the time of cancellation.

COMPLETION SCHEDULE
Image processing to proof stage takes approximately two (2) weeks. Album generation takes approximately four (4) to six (6) weeks from the date when the images are
proofed by the CLIENT.

PAYMENT SCHEDULE
A deposit is due upon signing this agreement. Balance is payable in full on the wedding date. However the balance can be paid at any point prior.
Images, albums, or prints further to the items agreed to in the wedding package section, must be paid for in full before the goods are provided to the CLIENT.

All payments are to be made payable to “Heath Bennett”.

I have read and understood the terms above. I hereby agree to the terms of this agreement.

Chosen Package and date of wedding:

Signed:
(Client)

Signed:

Date:

Date:
(Client)

Signed:
(Heath Bennett)


